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• Model 1894Built in the tradition of one of Marlin´s oldest lever-action designs, the Model 1894 is an elegant carbine
chambered for pistol calibers. Its handy size is punctuated by a quick-pointing, straight-grip stock design and
traditional Old West-styled adjustable semi-buckhorn sights. The Model 1894 is c...

• Model 308MXThe traditional look of blued steel and walnut woodwork, with the outstanding long-range ballistics of
the 308 Marlin Express and 308 Marlin Express offerings. Equipped with a 22" barrel and fully adjustable sights.
Receiver is drilled and tapped.

• Model 336The flagship of our Model 336 family, and one of the most popular hunting rifles in North America.
Offered in 30-30 Win. and the hard-hitting 35 Remington, it embodies our dedication to dependability, pinpoint
accuracy and good looks. A 20" barrel with Micro-Groove® rifling makes it exceptionally ha...

• Model 338MXThe traditional look of blued steel and walnut woodwork, with the outstanding long-range ballistics of
the 338 Marlin Express and 308 Marlin Express offerings. Equipped with a 22” barrel and fully adjustable sights.
Receiver is drilled and tapped.

• Model 60An economically priced rifle that´s earned the title of "most popular 22 in the world." Since it was
introduced in 1960, it has continuously represented one of America´s finest rimfire values. It has a 19" MicroGroove® rifled barrel, cross-bolt safety, manual bolt hold-open and a patented automatic...

• Model Golden 39AA must-have for every gun collector. It has been in continuous production longer than any other
rifle in America. Is it the tack-driving accuracy, superb looks or centerfire-like heft that’s made it such a historical
fixture? Yes, in all respects, the Model 39A is incomparable to any rimfire in the ...

• Model XL7 Bolt Action RifleThe Marlin X7 Series bolt action forms a new class of hunting rifle. The X7 Series
reflects the best tradition of Marlin firearms: constant innovation. Solidly built, dependable and accurate at long
range, these bolt actions are the merger of over 140 years of gunmaking expertise combined with moder...
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• The Classic Model 1895The tried and true configuration of this famous 45–70 rifle. It features a 22" barrel with
deep-cut Ballard-type rifling and an American black walnut pistol grip stock with cut checkering and swivel studs.

• XLR Level Action RifleMarlin engineers, working closely with Hornady ballisticians, have developed a line of lever
action rifles—the XLR Series--built to take full advantage of the improvements gained with Hornady’s new
LEVEREVOLUTION® ammunition. Varying by caliber, the improvements achieved in velocity, energy and bul...

• XT 17A tool for every task ... and for varmints, the right tool is the XT-17V chambered in 17 HMR. It sends a
polymer-tipped bullet rocketing downrange at 2,500+ feet per second with a laser-flat trajectory. Our XT Pro-Fire™
Adjustable Trigger produces an extremely consistent trigger pull with an ultra-c...

• XT 22This is the new line of 22 caliber rimfire rifles from Marlin. Perfect for target practice and small game, these
bolt-action 22s are reliable, accurate and fun to shoot. They come in several different models, with 4 or 7-shot clip
magazines or 12-shot tube magazines; synthetic, hardwood or laminated...
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Most Popular (views)
• How can I receive information on an antique Marlin Firearm?
• What is Marlin's Warranty?
• How can I return a firearm to the factory for service?
• Can Marlin refinish older Marlin Firearms?
• What types of ammo will function best in my self-loading 22?
• How can I get a product catalog or Owner's Manual?
• Are peep or tang sights available for my lever action rifle?
• Does Marlin have a Custom Shop?
• Are larger clips available from Marlin for any models?
• How can I order parts for my Marlin firearm?
• Can I get any reloading information about Marlin firearms?
• Trouble feeding LEVERevolution ammunition.
• Why has Marlin changed its rifling from Micro-Groove to Ballard-type cut rifling?
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• Why are hardwood stocks no longer available?
• How does the .308 Marlin Express differ from the .308 Winchester?

Highest Rated (rating)
• How can I receive information on an antique Marlin Firearm?
• What is Marlin's Warranty?
• How can I return a firearm to the factory for service?
• Can Marlin refinish older Marlin Firearms?
• What types of ammo will function best in my self-loading 22?
• How can I get a product catalog or Owner's Manual?
• Are peep or tang sights available for my lever action rifle?
• Does Marlin have a Custom Shop?
• Are larger clips available from Marlin for any models?
• Can I get any reloading information about Marlin firearms?
• The Ten Commandments of Firearm Safety
• Why are finger levers, carriers, hammers, breech bolts, and triggers restricted parts?
• What scope base is used on the Marlin X7 rifle?
• Can a big loop finger lever be installed on my lever action rifle?
• Can I use NATO ammunition in my rifle?
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• How can I get a product catalog or Owner's Manual?
• How can I receive information on an antique Marlin Firearm?
• Ballard Rifles
• Trigger play
• The Ten Commandments of Firearm Safety
• How can I order parts for my Marlin firearm?
• Trouble feeding LEVERevolution ammunition.
• Are magazine capacity plugs available for my Marlin rifle?
• Is a longer or shorter magazine tube available for my rifle?
• What models come with big loop levers?
• Are fore end tips with swivel studs available for my Cowboy rifle?
• Why has Marlin changed its rifling from Micro-Groove to Ballard-type cut rifling?
• Why are hardwood stocks no longer available?
• Are synthetic stocks available for my Marlin lever action rifle?
• Why does the trigger have free play and feels loose?
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Recently Added (date created)
• Ballard Rifles
• Trigger play
• How can I order parts for my Marlin firearm?
• Trouble feeding LEVERevolution ammunition.
• Are magazine capacity plugs available for my Marlin rifle?
• Is a longer or shorter magazine tube available for my rifle?
• What models come with big loop levers?
• Are fore end tips with swivel studs available for my Cowboy rifle?
• Why has Marlin changed its rifling from Micro-Groove to Ballard-type cut rifling?
• Why are hardwood stocks no longer available?
• Are synthetic stocks available for my Marlin lever action rifle?
• Why does the trigger have free play and feels loose?
• Why will my trigger pull and the hammer fall with the safety engaged?
• Do you offer any "Old Style" rifles that do not have cross bolt safeties?
• How does the .308 Marlin Express differ from the .308 Winchester?
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